Supporting Information Figure S1 -CSPI 3D-GRASE sampling patterns for PD-weighted images with the SRE M=0 trajectory: (A) VD Poisson-disk undersampled k-space grid and (B) VD pseudo-random Gaussian undersampled k-space grid. The EPI factor is set to 3.
The different marker shapes indicate the different echo types: square for GRE before the SE, circle symbol for SE and triangle for GRE after SE. The colormap represents the order in the acquisition of every echo along the ET. Transparency indicates the train number in which the k-space line is acquired, increasing for higher train numbers. Supporting Information Figure S2 -CSPI 3D-GRASE sampling patterns for PD-weighted images with the SRE M=1 trajectory: (A) VD Poisson-disk undersampled k-space grid and (B) VD pseudo-random Gaussian undersampled k-space grid. The EPI factor is set to 3.
The different marker shapes indicate the different echo types: square for GRE before the SE, circle symbol for SE and triangle for GRE after SE. The colormap represents the order in the acquisition of every echo along the ET. Transparency indicates the train number in which the k-space line is acquired, increasing for higher train numbers. VD pseudo-random Gaussian undersampled k-space grid. The EPI factor is set to 3 The different marker shapes indicate the different echo types: square for GRE before the SE, circle symbol for SE and triangle for GRE after SE. The colormap represents the order in the acquisition of every echo along the ET. Transparency indicates the train number in which the k-space line is acquired, increasing for higher train numbers. Supporting Information Figure S6 -PSF for PD-weighted PI 3D-FSE and PI 3D-GRASE with each sampling pattern. Each column shows the PSF along y and z for: (A) 3D-FSE radial modulation, (B) 3D-GRASE SRE M=0, (C) 3D-GRASE SRE M=1, (D) 3D-GRASE SCLE 1 and (E) 3D-GRASE SCLE 2. Supporting Information Figure S8 -PSF for T2-weighted PI 3D-FSE, CSPI 3D-FSE, PI 3D-GRASE and CSPI 3D-FSE with each sampling pattern. Columns show the PSF along y and z for PI, the VD Poisson-disk undersampled k-space grid (VD-P) and the VD pseudo-random Gaussian undersampled k-space grid (VD-G): (A) PI 3D-FSE and CSPI 3D-FSE linear modulation (B) PI and CSPI 3D-GRASE SLE.
